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My dear RailwaymenMy dear RailwaymenMy dear RailwaymenMy dear Railwaymen    

Serious accidents (consequential Board) declined this year Serious accidents (consequential Board) declined this year Serious accidents (consequential Board) declined this year Serious accidents (consequential Board) declined this year 
2013 2013 2013 2013 ––––    14 by 29%. Also, on account of train 14 by 29%. Also, on account of train 14 by 29%. Also, on account of train 14 by 29%. Also, on account of train accidents, there was no accidents, there was no accidents, there was no accidents, there was no 
death or grievous injury to any of the passengers travelling in the death or grievous injury to any of the passengers travelling in the death or grievous injury to any of the passengers travelling in the death or grievous injury to any of the passengers travelling in the 
train. A few of the highlights of safety performance during 2013 train. A few of the highlights of safety performance during 2013 train. A few of the highlights of safety performance during 2013 train. A few of the highlights of safety performance during 2013 ––––    
14 compared to the previous year are;14 compared to the previous year are;14 compared to the previous year are;14 compared to the previous year are;    

· Total train accidents involving passenger carrying trains Total train accidents involving passenger carrying trains Total train accidents involving passenger carrying trains Total train accidents involving passenger carrying trains 
ddddeclined by 33% (from 21 to 14).eclined by 33% (from 21 to 14).eclined by 33% (from 21 to 14).eclined by 33% (from 21 to 14).    

· Other accidents (excluding RB cases and yard accidents) Other accidents (excluding RB cases and yard accidents) Other accidents (excluding RB cases and yard accidents) Other accidents (excluding RB cases and yard accidents) 
declined by 11% (from 9 to 8).declined by 11% (from 9 to 8).declined by 11% (from 9 to 8).declined by 11% (from 9 to 8).    

· Equipment failures / unusual occurrences declined by 67% Equipment failures / unusual occurrences declined by 67% Equipment failures / unusual occurrences declined by 67% Equipment failures / unusual occurrences declined by 67% 
(from 3 to 1).(from 3 to 1).(from 3 to 1).(from 3 to 1).    

    
While there is an improvement in all categories of accidents, While there is an improvement in all categories of accidents, While there is an improvement in all categories of accidents, While there is an improvement in all categories of accidents, 

ththththe number of accidents in categories such as yard accidents and e number of accidents in categories such as yard accidents and e number of accidents in categories such as yard accidents and e number of accidents in categories such as yard accidents and 
indicative has gone up. Yard accidents have increased from 6 to 15 indicative has gone up. Yard accidents have increased from 6 to 15 indicative has gone up. Yard accidents have increased from 6 to 15 indicative has gone up. Yard accidents have increased from 6 to 15 
and indicative accidents from 6 to 8. SC Division accounted for 5 and indicative accidents from 6 to 8. SC Division accounted for 5 and indicative accidents from 6 to 8. SC Division accounted for 5 and indicative accidents from 6 to 8. SC Division accounted for 5 
and NED Division 4 yard derailments.and NED Division 4 yard derailments.and NED Division 4 yard derailments.and NED Division 4 yard derailments.    
    

SPAD cases are at the SPAD cases are at the SPAD cases are at the SPAD cases are at the same level i.e., 6 against 6. However, same level i.e., 6 against 6. However, same level i.e., 6 against 6. However, same level i.e., 6 against 6. However, 
this year recorded two indicative accidents in the form of Averted this year recorded two indicative accidents in the form of Averted this year recorded two indicative accidents in the form of Averted this year recorded two indicative accidents in the form of Averted 
Collision and Breach of Block Rules as against ‘none’ and both these Collision and Breach of Block Rules as against ‘none’ and both these Collision and Breach of Block Rules as against ‘none’ and both these Collision and Breach of Block Rules as against ‘none’ and both these 
cases happened in GTL Division. Out of 6 SPAD cases, 4 are from SC cases happened in GTL Division. Out of 6 SPAD cases, 4 are from SC cases happened in GTL Division. Out of 6 SPAD cases, 4 are from SC cases happened in GTL Division. Out of 6 SPAD cases, 4 are from SC 
Division.Division.Division.Division.    
    



AlsAlsAlsAlso, the number of accidents due to failure of Railway o, the number of accidents due to failure of Railway o, the number of accidents due to failure of Railway o, the number of accidents due to failure of Railway Staff Staff Staff Staff 
hashashashas    not shown any improvementnot shown any improvementnot shown any improvementnot shown any improvement    since there is an increase of 24% since there is an increase of 24% since there is an increase of 24% since there is an increase of 24% 
this year.this year.this year.this year.    
    

I, once again urge one and all to spread safety awareness and I, once again urge one and all to spread safety awareness and I, once again urge one and all to spread safety awareness and I, once again urge one and all to spread safety awareness and 
inculcate safe habits and strictly follow the safety procedinculcate safe habits and strictly follow the safety procedinculcate safe habits and strictly follow the safety procedinculcate safe habits and strictly follow the safety procedures as laid ures as laid ures as laid ures as laid 
down to improve the safety performance in this financial year 2014 down to improve the safety performance in this financial year 2014 down to improve the safety performance in this financial year 2014 down to improve the safety performance in this financial year 2014 
––––    15.15.15.15.    

    
  

              ((((S. S. S. S. P. P. P. P. SAHU)SAHU)SAHU)SAHU)    

      CHIEF SAFETY OFFICERCHIEF SAFETY OFFICERCHIEF SAFETY OFFICERCHIEF SAFETY OFFICER                    
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No.2009/Safety (Signal)/26/2         New Delhi, dated 29.4.2010No.2009/Safety (Signal)/26/2         New Delhi, dated 29.4.2010No.2009/Safety (Signal)/26/2         New Delhi, dated 29.4.2010No.2009/Safety (Signal)/26/2         New Delhi, dated 29.4.2010 
Sub:Sub:Sub:Sub:    Functioning of BPACs Functioning of BPACs Functioning of BPACs Functioning of BPACs ––––    Analysis of Failures.Analysis of Failures.Analysis of Failures.Analysis of Failures.    
Ref:Ref:Ref:Ref:    Board’s letter No.2009/Safety& Signal/26/2 dt4.1.10.Board’s letter No.2009/Safety& Signal/26/2 dt4.1.10.Board’s letter No.2009/Safety& Signal/26/2 dt4.1.10.Board’s letter No.2009/Safety& Signal/26/2 dt4.1.10. 

 
Vide our above mentioned letter, Zonal Railways were 

advised directives of Member Traffic to audit the BPAC failures, 
analyse reasons of these failures as also examine reasons of the cases 
of resetting of the Axle Counters. 

 
Two different types of BPAC instruments ”Single Section 

Digital Axle Counter” (SSDAC) connected to existing Block 
Instruments have been installed on different Zonal Railways as 
under; 

 
1. Conventional SSDACConventional SSDACConventional SSDACConventional SSDAC: This BPAC suffers from a drawback as it 

cannot be reset by SMs even with the co-operation of the adjacent 
station in case of failure, even after ensuring physically the 
complete arrival of the train. Consequently, the block instruments 
also fail and the next train has to be despatched by the issue of a 
Paper Line Clear Ticket (PLCT), after the next train has despatched, 
the BPAC can be reset and normalised. 

 

Section “A” KNOWLEDGE 
Extracts of Railway Board letters 
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With the failure of the BPACs of each station on passage 

of RDSO’s Track Recording Car, there is a major dislocation in 

train Operations and safety being affected in such type of 

BPAC instruments. 

 

2. Modified SSDACModified SSDACModified SSDACModified SSDAC: The second type of BPAC instrument available on 
some of the Railways (SR and CR) has more operational flexibility. 
This BPAC system initially on experimental basis on S.Rly allows the 
SMs to reset the failed BPAC, with the co-operation of the adjacent 
station, after physically ensuring complete arrival of the train on 
which the BPAC had failed. 

 

Instances have come to the notice that where the BPACs 

cannot be reset, the SMs in collusion with S&T staff have by-

passed (isolated) the BPAC from the Block Instruments so as to 

eliminate train passing on issue of PLCT. This is a dangerous 

trend and needs to be monitored / curbed to ensure safety. 

 

Another technical limitation of the SSDAC type of BPAC 

has also come to a Board’s notice. Such instruments do not 

work with reliability, if the block section is more than 12 KMs 

in length and if a 0.9 mm dia quad cable has been used which 

is as per RDSO has advised that the normal loss in cables, 

joints, termination / junction etc., should always be ensured so 
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that it is less than 30dB under all circumstances. This needs to 

be ensured on your Railway at the time of provision of 

SSDACs in consultation with the signalling officers. 

 

MT has desired that your railway may review as to 

whether the BPACs installed on your system are of the type 

which have ‘One Train Failures’ which can be reset by the 

SMs. Else they may be of a type where the PLCT has to be 

issued for the next train and then only the system can be 

reset. Working of the SSDAC in long block section needs also 

be monitored based on guidelines given above. Surprise 

checks be done to find as to whether the BPACs have been 

isolated from the Block Instruments in collusion between 

Traffic / Signal Staff. 

 

A review of the BPACs available on your railway, reasons 

for their failure, system of resetting etc. May be analysed and 

a comprehensive report sent for information of the Board. 

  

 (Kamlesh Gupta)(Kamlesh Gupta)(Kamlesh Gupta)(Kamlesh Gupta)    

        Advisor (Safety)Advisor (Safety)Advisor (Safety)Advisor (Safety)    
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No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3.      New Delhi, dated 22.04.2013No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3.      New Delhi, dated 22.04.2013No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3.      New Delhi, dated 22.04.2013No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3.      New Delhi, dated 22.04.2013    
 
Sub:Sub:Sub:Sub:    Derailment of 2424 Down New DelhiDerailment of 2424 Down New DelhiDerailment of 2424 Down New DelhiDerailment of 2424 Down New Delhi----Gauhati Rajdhani Express Gauhati Rajdhani Express Gauhati Rajdhani Express Gauhati Rajdhani Express 

between Kharik and Naugachhia stations on Baraunibetween Kharik and Naugachhia stations on Baraunibetween Kharik and Naugachhia stations on Baraunibetween Kharik and Naugachhia stations on Barauni----Katihar Katihar Katihar Katihar 
section of Sonpur Divisisection of Sonpur Divisisection of Sonpur Divisisection of Sonpur Division of East Central Railway on on of East Central Railway on on of East Central Railway on on of East Central Railway on 
25.05.2010.25.05.2010.25.05.2010.25.05.2010.    

 
 CRS/Eastern Circle under Para 9.2.2 in his final report on the 
above subject has recommended as under;  
 
“Preparation of joint report of the accident by Sr. Supervisors visiting “Preparation of joint report of the accident by Sr. Supervisors visiting “Preparation of joint report of the accident by Sr. Supervisors visiting “Preparation of joint report of the accident by Sr. Supervisors visiting 
the site should be analytical and the site should be analytical and the site should be analytical and the site should be analytical and in detail.”in detail.”in detail.”in detail.”    
  

On the above recommendation of CRS/Eastern Circle, CCRS has 
remarked as under:- 
  

“Supervisors should record evidence fully and preserve “Supervisors should record evidence fully and preserve “Supervisors should record evidence fully and preserve “Supervisors should record evidence fully and preserve 
material. Analysis at the time of collecting is not considered desirable material. Analysis at the time of collecting is not considered desirable material. Analysis at the time of collecting is not considered desirable material. Analysis at the time of collecting is not considered desirable 
as it can result in leaving out as it can result in leaving out as it can result in leaving out as it can result in leaving out some evidence as not relevant, but some evidence as not relevant, but some evidence as not relevant, but some evidence as not relevant, but 
which, later on, may be required for analysis and arriving at the which, later on, may be required for analysis and arriving at the which, later on, may be required for analysis and arriving at the which, later on, may be required for analysis and arriving at the 
correct conclusion.”correct conclusion.”correct conclusion.”correct conclusion.”    

 
Zonal Railways are advised to ensure that Supervisors record 

evidence fully and preserve material at the accident site, as mentioned 
by CCRS under his remarks. 
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The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all 
concerned. 

 
    (J.S.Bindra)(J.S.Bindra)(J.S.Bindra)(J.S.Bindra)    

    Director/SafetyDirector/SafetyDirector/SafetyDirector/Safety    
        Railway BoardRailway BoardRailway BoardRailway Board    

    
No.2014/Safety (A&R)/19/6.      New Delhi, dated 19.02.2014No.2014/Safety (A&R)/19/6.      New Delhi, dated 19.02.2014No.2014/Safety (A&R)/19/6.      New Delhi, dated 19.02.2014No.2014/Safety (A&R)/19/6.      New Delhi, dated 19.02.2014    
    

Sub:Sub:Sub:Sub:        Derailment of 13009 UP HowrahDerailment of 13009 UP HowrahDerailment of 13009 UP HowrahDerailment of 13009 UP Howrah----Dehradun Express Dehradun Express Dehradun Express Dehradun Express 
train between Mihrawan and Khetasarai Railway train between Mihrawan and Khetasarai Railway train between Mihrawan and Khetasarai Railway train between Mihrawan and Khetasarai Railway 
stations on Varanasistations on Varanasistations on Varanasistations on Varanasi----FaiabadFaiabadFaiabadFaiabad----Lucknow section of Lucknow section of Lucknow section of Lucknow section of 
Lucknow of Northern RaiLucknow of Northern RaiLucknow of Northern RaiLucknow of Northern Railway on 31.05.2012.lway on 31.05.2012.lway on 31.05.2012.lway on 31.05.2012.    

 
 CRS/Northern Circle under Para 9.1 in his final report on the 
above subject has recommended as under:- 

 
“The video cassette of the serious accidents should be prepared The video cassette of the serious accidents should be prepared The video cassette of the serious accidents should be prepared The video cassette of the serious accidents should be prepared 

not by taking clippings here and there but in a continuousnot by taking clippings here and there but in a continuousnot by taking clippings here and there but in a continuousnot by taking clippings here and there but in a continuous    manner by manner by manner by manner by 
specifically showing the position of coaches, engine, under gears of specifically showing the position of coaches, engine, under gears of specifically showing the position of coaches, engine, under gears of specifically showing the position of coaches, engine, under gears of 
coaches & engines, rails, track etc and clues which may in turn coaches & engines, rails, track etc and clues which may in turn coaches & engines, rails, track etc and clues which may in turn coaches & engines, rails, track etc and clues which may in turn 
provide some information to the inquiring authority. Similarly, still provide some information to the inquiring authority. Similarly, still provide some information to the inquiring authority. Similarly, still provide some information to the inquiring authority. Similarly, still 
photographs should also be taken in a judiphotographs should also be taken in a judiphotographs should also be taken in a judiphotographs should also be taken in a judicious manner.”cious manner.”cious manner.”cious manner.”  
 

Railways are advised to include the above provisions in their 
Accident Manual. Further, Board’s instructions on preservation of 
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clues and evidence vide letter No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3 dated 
22.04.2013 may also be followed. 

 
A copy of the action taken on the subject may be forwarded to 

this office for information. 
     Director/SafetyDirector/SafetyDirector/SafetyDirector/Safety    

    Railway BoardRailway BoardRailway BoardRailway Board    
    

No.2012/Safety/Safety/(A&R)/26/4.         Date:13.0No.2012/Safety/Safety/(A&R)/26/4.         Date:13.0No.2012/Safety/Safety/(A&R)/26/4.         Date:13.0No.2012/Safety/Safety/(A&R)/26/4.         Date:13.03.20143.20143.20143.2014    
    

Sub:Sub:Sub:Sub:    Safety Information Management System (SIMS)Safety Information Management System (SIMS)Safety Information Management System (SIMS)Safety Information Management System (SIMS)    

The existing SIMS website developed as ‘Proof of Concept’ is 

hosted at Railway Board and can be accessed through Railnet. 

However, the new website developed by CRIS against the sanctioned 

work of Safety Information Management System is hosted at CRIS, 

Chanakyapuri and is accessible through internet only. 

The new website safey.indrail.gov.in is proposed to be made w.e.f. The new website safey.indrail.gov.in is proposed to be made w.e.f. The new website safey.indrail.gov.in is proposed to be made w.e.f. The new website safey.indrail.gov.in is proposed to be made w.e.f. 

May 2014May 2014May 2014May 2014. 

Zonal Railways are therefore advised to ensure availability of 

internet  on PCs earmarked  for SIMS data entry in the Divisions and 

Zonal Headquarters to facilitate smooth transition. 

    (Sanjeev Garg)(Sanjeev Garg)(Sanjeev Garg)(Sanjeev Garg)    

        Advisor SafetyAdvisor SafetyAdvisor SafetyAdvisor Safety    
    Railway BoardRailway BoardRailway BoardRailway Board    
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No.2013/Safety.(A&R)/ILCAD.                       Dated:12.03.2014No.2013/Safety.(A&R)/ILCAD.                       Dated:12.03.2014No.2013/Safety.(A&R)/ILCAD.                       Dated:12.03.2014No.2013/Safety.(A&R)/ILCAD.                       Dated:12.03.2014    
    

Sub: Sub: Sub: Sub:     Observing ”Level Crossing Awareness Week”(2Observing ”Level Crossing Awareness Week”(2Observing ”Level Crossing Awareness Week”(2Observing ”Level Crossing Awareness Week”(2ndndndnd    to 6to 6to 6to 6thththth    
JuJuJuJune 2014) and “International Level Crossing ne 2014) and “International Level Crossing ne 2014) and “International Level Crossing ne 2014) and “International Level Crossing 
Awareness Day”(3Awareness Day”(3Awareness Day”(3Awareness Day”(3rdrdrdrd    June 2014).June 2014).June 2014).June 2014).    

        Ref: Ref: Ref: Ref:     This office letter of even dated 31.12.2013.This office letter of even dated 31.12.2013.This office letter of even dated 31.12.2013.This office letter of even dated 31.12.2013.    
 

 Indian Railways Network has 31,254 LCs (as on 01.4.2013) 
out of which 18, 672 (60%) and the balance 12,582(40%) are 
unmanned and these constitute 40% of all Consequential Train 
Accidents and 66% fatalities. The onus for safe movement over 
UMLCs lies with the road users but most of the accident occurs due 
to negligence of road users and cause embarrassment to Railways. 
Accidents on level crossings are man- made accidents and can be 
avoided by “3 Es” (Education, Engineering & Enforcement). Under 
Education we launch Safety Awareness Programmes. For Engineering 
we eliminate level crossings by various means (closures, merger, 
ROB/RUB) and for Enforcement Safety Drives are launched. 
  

In 2013, Indian Railways have celebrated ILCAD on 7th May. 
This year we have a planned to observe one week safety drive from 
2nd to 6th which will cover observing 3rd June 2014 as International 
Crossing Awareness Day.  
 

The action taken in this regard may be reported to Board for 
information. This has the approval of Competent Authority. 
     Director SafetyDirector SafetyDirector SafetyDirector Safety----IVIVIVIV    
        Railway Board.Railway Board.Railway Board.Railway Board.    
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MOCK DRILLMOCK DRILLMOCK DRILLMOCK DRILL    

REGULAR DRILLS BY STAFF WITH REGARD  TO ACTION TO BE REGULAR DRILLS BY STAFF WITH REGARD  TO ACTION TO BE REGULAR DRILLS BY STAFF WITH REGARD  TO ACTION TO BE REGULAR DRILLS BY STAFF WITH REGARD  TO ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENTTAKEN IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENTTAKEN IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENTTAKEN IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENT:    

 
With a view to test the readiness and quick turnout of Relief 

Trains, it is required to have periodical drills once in every quarter. 
However, if ART/MRT is turned out on account of accident in that 
quarter, the periodicity may be reckoned from that date. The real 
intention of these mock drills is test the practical knowledge of all the 
staff that has to play a part in any accident in addition to turning out 
the relief trains. Drill regarding accidents shall be practical since 
practice leads to perfection. It is necessary always to watch and 
measure the results of training and drills so that the circumstances, 
at a given occurrence can be grasped and the prescribed plan of 
drills followed to find out the alertness of staff in case of emergency. 
These accident drills should be conducted under the supervision of 
Safety Officers and Safety Counselors. In order to ensure that 
maximum benefit is derived from drills, this should be properly 
planned before hand so that delays and mistakes, if any committed by 
staff, can be noted and instructions given at the spot. While 

Section “B”  
Some important rules – Para Para Para Para 618618618618    of (AM)of (AM)of (AM)of (AM)    
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conducting the drills, it should be ensured that only the concerned 
Divisional Railway staff participate in such drills and that the Police, 
Civil Authorities, the Public and the Press are not scared 
unnecessarily by such mock drills. The real purpose of these drills is 
to make all the staff that have specific duties to perform in case of an 
accident, to practice their parts regularly and test check the 
equipments, so that in a real emergency they perform their duties 
without confusion. The staff of Mechanical, Electrical, Traffic, S&T, 
Security, Medical, Commercial, Civil defense are required to 
participate in these drills and the specific duties of each  should be 
clarified to all and they should practice the same during the course 
of such drills. 
The staff should be drilled in the following item: 
i. Turning out Accident Relief Trains. 
ii. Whether correct information is given to the control particularly 

in respect of the nature of assistance required. 
iii. Action to be taken to stop any trains approaching the station. 
iv. Medical assistance available mustered in full strength and 

calling out St. John Ambulance Brigades. 
v. Arrangements to the extent possible for protecting public 

belongings.  
vi. Other assistance to provide succor. 
vii. Staff conversant with the use of portable telephone; and  
viii. Information, if required, given to adjacent stations etc., Detailed 

reported on the Drills conducted shall be sent to the Safety 
branch of Head Quarters Office. 
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618.1 GUIDELINES FOR MOCK DRILL 618.1 GUIDELINES FOR MOCK DRILL 618.1 GUIDELINES FOR MOCK DRILL 618.1 GUIDELINES FOR MOCK DRILL     
a) a) a) a)     Disaster Management essentially necessitates a state of 

preparedness under all circumstances and the efficiency of the 
arrangements therein can be assessed only by conducting 
periodical mock drills. 

b) b) b) b)     Mock Drills is    aaaa series of hypothetical accident conditions that 
create forces to act instantaneously to raise levels of awareness 
of potential accidents and means to deal with them. 

c)    Objectives:c)    Objectives:c)    Objectives:c)    Objectives:    
i. To gauge the preparedness, detailed planning and        

keeping all equipment in good fettle. 
ii. To inaugurate the operational response and to         measure 

overall performance of the exercise. 
iii. To measure performance in regard to accident restoration. 

e)  Mock Drill shall be conducted as per Para 618 at least once in 
3 months earlier during day or night. It is desirable not to 
repeat the drill again and again at the same time or section.  

f)  Such drills shall not unduly hamper regular working of 
trains. 

g)  It may be ensured that no inconvenience is caused to 
travelling public. Such drills should not lead to panic which 
may result inconvenience or injury to the public. 

h)  While absolute secrecy and confidentiality shall be 
maintained regarding the conduct of mock drill, CSO, GM, 
AGM, Secy. To GM shall be advised in advance of such mock 
drill. 
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i)  Except under instructions or others from HQ, this drill shall 
be confined only to the respective divisions and on this 
account; no traffic shall be refused from adjoining 
Divisions/Railways. 

j)  Mock Drill trails may end with departure of ARME/ART. 
However, if considered necessary, DRM may permit the 
ARME/ART to precede upto the mock accident site. In such 
cases, the drill shall end with the various agencies having set 
up their field establishment and deployed their equipment. 

k)  During these trials, the following aspects shall be closely 
watched by the officer in-charge of the drill. 
i. Turning out of ARME/ART within the prescribed time. 

ii. Speed of the specials. 
iii. Attendance of staff. 
iv. Handing of accident relief Cranes, HRDs, HREs and other 

rescue equipment. 
v. Logging of events. 

vi. Functioning of field telephones and communication 
network. 

vii. Functioning of generator sets, lighting equipments etc.,  
viii. Preparedness of First-Aiders and availability of medical 

equipment. 
l)  On completion of the drill, a detailed report shall be 

submitted within 3 days to the Headquarters detailing: 
i. Response time of ART/ARMEs 

ii. Alertness and skill of the Staff. 
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iii. Deficiencies noticed and corrective measures initiated, 
if any. 

iv. Assistance required. 
**** 

 

 

    

----------------    NIL NIL NIL NIL ----------------    

    

    

    

OPERATING      Activity Centre OPERATING      Activity Centre OPERATING      Activity Centre OPERATING      Activity Centre ––––    STATIONSTATIONSTATIONSTATION    
S. S. S. S. 

No.No.No.No.    
Items to be checkedItems to be checkedItems to be checkedItems to be checked    Observations Observations Observations Observations     

mademademademade    
1111    GR 3.38 (2) GR 3.38 (2) GR 3.38 (2) GR 3.38 (2) ––––    Reversing theReversing theReversing theReversing the    points points points points 

immediately on arrival of the train immediately on arrival of the train immediately on arrival of the train immediately on arrival of the train ––––    whether whether whether whether 
the staff are in the habbit of doing it or not? the staff are in the habbit of doing it or not? the staff are in the habbit of doing it or not? the staff are in the habbit of doing it or not? 
EspeciallyEspeciallyEspeciallyEspecially    on a double line when a stopping on a double line when a stopping on a double line when a stopping on a double line when a stopping 
train is received on a common loop where the train is received on a common loop where the train is received on a common loop where the train is received on a common loop where the 
SM is required to alter the points in rear and SM is required to alter the points in rear and SM is required to alter the points in rear and SM is required to alter the points in rear and 
in front.in front.in front.in front.    
    

    

Section “C”  
Latest Amendments 

 

Section “D”  
Checklist - for station inspection - Operating 
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2222    EXCEXCEXCEXCHANGE OF ‘ALLHANGE OF ‘ALLHANGE OF ‘ALLHANGE OF ‘ALL----RIGHT’ SIGNALS WITH RIGHT’ SIGNALS WITH RIGHT’ SIGNALS WITH RIGHT’ SIGNALS WITH 
RUN THROUGH TRAINS RUN THROUGH TRAINS RUN THROUGH TRAINS RUN THROUGH TRAINS ––––    By SM from By SM from By SM from By SM from 
platform side and by the Pointsman from ‘off’ platform side and by the Pointsman from ‘off’ platform side and by the Pointsman from ‘off’ platform side and by the Pointsman from ‘off’ 
side. Record maintained by the station staff, if side. Record maintained by the station staff, if side. Record maintained by the station staff, if side. Record maintained by the station staff, if 
any when any unusual noticed by them.any when any unusual noticed by them.any when any unusual noticed by them.any when any unusual noticed by them.    
    

    

3333    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

ENSURING COMPLETE ARRIVAL OF TRAIN:ENSURING COMPLETE ARRIVAL OF TRAIN:ENSURING COMPLETE ARRIVAL OF TRAIN:ENSURING COMPLETE ARRIVAL OF TRAIN:    
···· ThrougThrougThrougThrough BPAC indication on the panel or h BPAC indication on the panel or h BPAC indication on the panel or h BPAC indication on the panel or     
···· where BPAC is not available / during its where BPAC is not available / during its where BPAC is not available / during its where BPAC is not available / during its 

failure, by exchanging PNs with the Guard failure, by exchanging PNs with the Guard failure, by exchanging PNs with the Guard failure, by exchanging PNs with the Guard 
of the train of the train of the train of the train     

···· Record the same in the Train Signal Record the same in the Train Signal Record the same in the Train Signal Record the same in the Train Signal 
Register. Register. Register. Register.     

···· For Goods trains without BV / Guard For Goods trains without BV / Guard For Goods trains without BV / Guard For Goods trains without BV / Guard ––––    
separate register to be available at thseparate register to be available at thseparate register to be available at thseparate register to be available at the e e e 
station.station.station.station.    

    

4444    SHUNTING ORDER (T.806):SHUNTING ORDER (T.806):SHUNTING ORDER (T.806):SHUNTING ORDER (T.806):    
· Whether the station is exempted from Whether the station is exempted from Whether the station is exempted from Whether the station is exempted from 

issuing the shunting order by Sr. DOM, issuing the shunting order by Sr. DOM, issuing the shunting order by Sr. DOM, issuing the shunting order by Sr. DOM, 
check for a copy of the same in the SWR or check for a copy of the same in the SWR or check for a copy of the same in the SWR or check for a copy of the same in the SWR or 
in the form of a letter. in the form of a letter. in the form of a letter. in the form of a letter.     

· If no such exemptions are given, check If no such exemptions are given, check If no such exemptions are given, check If no such exemptions are given, check 
whether Shunting Order is preparewhether Shunting Order is preparewhether Shunting Order is preparewhether Shunting Order is prepared in d in d in d in 
triplicate (one for LP, one for Guard and triplicate (one for LP, one for Guard and triplicate (one for LP, one for Guard and triplicate (one for LP, one for Guard and 
another for station record). another for station record). another for station record). another for station record).     
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· Also notice whether it is a signalled Also notice whether it is a signalled Also notice whether it is a signalled Also notice whether it is a signalled 
movement or not. movement or not. movement or not. movement or not.     

· If it is not a signalled movement, whether If it is not a signalled movement, whether If it is not a signalled movement, whether If it is not a signalled movement, whether 
the staff is locking the points? the staff is locking the points? the staff is locking the points? the staff is locking the points?     

· Whether the SWRs prescribe any special Whether the SWRs prescribe any special Whether the SWRs prescribe any special Whether the SWRs prescribe any special 
precautprecautprecautprecautions under Para 8, if so whether ions under Para 8, if so whether ions under Para 8, if so whether ions under Para 8, if so whether 
the same are known to the staff and the same are known to the staff and the same are known to the staff and the same are known to the staff and 
followed by them or not? followed by them or not? followed by them or not? followed by them or not?     

· Whether the staff is aware that permitting Whether the staff is aware that permitting Whether the staff is aware that permitting Whether the staff is aware that permitting 
back movement over a wrongly set point back movement over a wrongly set point back movement over a wrongly set point back movement over a wrongly set point 
which was trailed through by the which was trailed through by the which was trailed through by the which was trailed through by the 
LP/Shunter is prohibited?LP/Shunter is prohibited?LP/Shunter is prohibited?LP/Shunter is prohibited?    

    
5555    ESSENTIAL SAFETESSENTIAL SAFETESSENTIAL SAFETESSENTIAL SAFETY EQUIPMENT:Y EQUIPMENT:Y EQUIPMENT:Y EQUIPMENT:    

· Whether available as per SWRWhether available as per SWRWhether available as per SWRWhether available as per SWR    
· Whether they are in working condition or Whether they are in working condition or Whether they are in working condition or Whether they are in working condition or 

notnotnotnot    
· Whether the prescribed equipment is Whether the prescribed equipment is Whether the prescribed equipment is Whether the prescribed equipment is 

adequate as per station layout or not?adequate as per station layout or not?adequate as per station layout or not?adequate as per station layout or not?    
    

    

6666    
    

LC GATE REGISTER:LC GATE REGISTER:LC GATE REGISTER:LC GATE REGISTER:    
· Whether entries are separately made for Whether entries are separately made for Whether entries are separately made for Whether entries are separately made for 

UP / DN trainsUP / DN trainsUP / DN trainsUP / DN trains    
· Whether the PN Whether the PN Whether the PN Whether the PN is exchanged with is exchanged with is exchanged with is exchanged with 

Gateman of nonGateman of nonGateman of nonGateman of non----interlocked LC Gate? interlocked LC Gate? interlocked LC Gate? interlocked LC Gate?     
· Cross check the PNs of previous three Cross check the PNs of previous three Cross check the PNs of previous three Cross check the PNs of previous three 
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trains.trains.trains.trains.    
    

7777    MONTHLY SAFETY MEETING REGISTER:MONTHLY SAFETY MEETING REGISTER:MONTHLY SAFETY MEETING REGISTER:MONTHLY SAFETY MEETING REGISTER:    
· Whether the acknowledgement of staff is Whether the acknowledgement of staff is Whether the acknowledgement of staff is Whether the acknowledgement of staff is 

obtained in two parts or not? obtained in two parts or not? obtained in two parts or not? obtained in two parts or not?     
· First part for those staff who is physically First part for those staff who is physically First part for those staff who is physically First part for those staff who is physically 

ppppresent on the day of the meeting and resent on the day of the meeting and resent on the day of the meeting and resent on the day of the meeting and 
second part for those staff who resume second part for those staff who resume second part for those staff who resume second part for those staff who resume 
duties after leave / sick / absent /another duties after leave / sick / absent /another duties after leave / sick / absent /another duties after leave / sick / absent /another 
shift. shift. shift. shift.     

· Ultimately, the acknowledgement shall be Ultimately, the acknowledgement shall be Ultimately, the acknowledgement shall be Ultimately, the acknowledgement shall be 
100%. 100%. 100%. 100%.     

· Another important item to be checked in Another important item to be checked in Another important item to be checked in Another important item to be checked in 
this is whether the Guards stationed to this is whether the Guards stationed to this is whether the Guards stationed to this is whether the Guards stationed to 
work at the station are acknowledging it or work at the station are acknowledging it or work at the station are acknowledging it or work at the station are acknowledging it or 
not.not.not.not.    
    

    

8888    SURPRISE NIGHT INSPECTION BY SM:SURPRISE NIGHT INSPECTION BY SM:SURPRISE NIGHT INSPECTION BY SM:SURPRISE NIGHT INSPECTION BY SM:    
· Whether the schedule of 4 for supervisory Whether the schedule of 4 for supervisory Whether the schedule of 4 for supervisory Whether the schedule of 4 for supervisory 

and 2 for nonand 2 for nonand 2 for nonand 2 for non----supervisory is followed or supervisory is followed or supervisory is followed or supervisory is followed or 
not? not? not? not?     

· Whether there is proper spacing between Whether there is proper spacing between Whether there is proper spacing between Whether there is proper spacing between 
inspections or not? Whether the PN of SMinspections or not? Whether the PN of SMinspections or not? Whether the PN of SMinspections or not? Whether the PN of SM    
and name of the SCOR is recorded or not? and name of the SCOR is recorded or not? and name of the SCOR is recorded or not? and name of the SCOR is recorded or not?     

· Whether any shortfalls / irregularities, if Whether any shortfalls / irregularities, if Whether any shortfalls / irregularities, if Whether any shortfalls / irregularities, if 
noticed are highlighted in red ink or not? noticed are highlighted in red ink or not? noticed are highlighted in red ink or not? noticed are highlighted in red ink or not?     
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· Whether all the activity centres of the Whether all the activity centres of the Whether all the activity centres of the Whether all the activity centres of the 
station such as Dy.SS office, Cabins, LC station such as Dy.SS office, Cabins, LC station such as Dy.SS office, Cabins, LC station such as Dy.SS office, Cabins, LC 
Gate, Goods Yard, Crew Lobby, etc., are Gate, Goods Yard, Crew Lobby, etc., are Gate, Goods Yard, Crew Lobby, etc., are Gate, Goods Yard, Crew Lobby, etc., are 
covecovecovecovered on a rotation or not?red on a rotation or not?red on a rotation or not?red on a rotation or not?    

    
9999    TRAIN SIGNAL REGISTER:TRAIN SIGNAL REGISTER:TRAIN SIGNAL REGISTER:TRAIN SIGNAL REGISTER:    

· Whether the entries are clear and legibleWhether the entries are clear and legibleWhether the entries are clear and legibleWhether the entries are clear and legible    
· ‘Out’ / ‘In’ report is written as per BWM ‘Out’ / ‘In’ report is written as per BWM ‘Out’ / ‘In’ report is written as per BWM ‘Out’ / ‘In’ report is written as per BWM 

guidelines or not by cross checking the guidelines or not by cross checking the guidelines or not by cross checking the guidelines or not by cross checking the 
timings with the adjacent stations for at timings with the adjacent stations for at timings with the adjacent stations for at timings with the adjacent stations for at 
least 3 trains, direction wiseleast 3 trains, direction wiseleast 3 trains, direction wiseleast 3 trains, direction wise    

· WhethWhethWhethWhether Block Forward / Block Back er Block Forward / Block Back er Block Forward / Block Back er Block Forward / Block Back 
entries are made in full and in red ink? entries are made in full and in red ink? entries are made in full and in red ink? entries are made in full and in red ink?     

· Whether the name & designation of the Whether the name & designation of the Whether the name & designation of the Whether the name & designation of the 
Night Patrolman is written in red ink or Night Patrolman is written in red ink or Night Patrolman is written in red ink or Night Patrolman is written in red ink or 
not (if night patrolling is in force)not (if night patrolling is in force)not (if night patrolling is in force)not (if night patrolling is in force)    

· Whether the SM inWhether the SM inWhether the SM inWhether the SM in----charge of the station is charge of the station is charge of the station is charge of the station is 
scrutinising the TSR daiscrutinising the TSR daiscrutinising the TSR daiscrutinising the TSR daily or not?ly or not?ly or not?ly or not?    

    

    

10101010    ROUTE CANCELLATION REGISTER:ROUTE CANCELLATION REGISTER:ROUTE CANCELLATION REGISTER:ROUTE CANCELLATION REGISTER:    
· Whether reasons are correctly written or Whether reasons are correctly written or Whether reasons are correctly written or Whether reasons are correctly written or 

not? not? not? not?     
· If route cancellation is done for a If route cancellation is done for a If route cancellation is done for a If route cancellation is done for a 

departure signal/s, whether written memo departure signal/s, whether written memo departure signal/s, whether written memo departure signal/s, whether written memo 
was served to the crew or not? was served to the crew or not? was served to the crew or not? was served to the crew or not?     

· If route cancellation is done for reception If route cancellation is done for reception If route cancellation is done for reception If route cancellation is done for reception 
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signal, whsignal, whsignal, whsignal, whether any accident was averted, ether any accident was averted, ether any accident was averted, ether any accident was averted, 
if so details? if so details? if so details? if so details?     

· Whether the time taken for route Whether the time taken for route Whether the time taken for route Whether the time taken for route 
cancellation is being recorded or not to cancellation is being recorded or not to cancellation is being recorded or not to cancellation is being recorded or not to 
analyse the efficacy of timer relay?analyse the efficacy of timer relay?analyse the efficacy of timer relay?analyse the efficacy of timer relay?    

    
11111111    SWR:SWR:SWR:SWR:    

· Check for the currencyCheck for the currencyCheck for the currencyCheck for the currency    
· Whether it is in the new format or notWhether it is in the new format or notWhether it is in the new format or notWhether it is in the new format or not    
· Check whether the layoutCheck whether the layoutCheck whether the layoutCheck whether the layout    is tallying with is tallying with is tallying with is tallying with 

the rule diagramthe rule diagramthe rule diagramthe rule diagram    
· Alternate power supply like IPS is Alternate power supply like IPS is Alternate power supply like IPS is Alternate power supply like IPS is 

incorporated or notincorporated or notincorporated or notincorporated or not    
· Whether any special precautions are Whether any special precautions are Whether any special precautions are Whether any special precautions are 

prescribed under Para 7 for blocking / prescribed under Para 7 for blocking / prescribed under Para 7 for blocking / prescribed under Para 7 for blocking / 
stabling of loadsstabling of loadsstabling of loadsstabling of loads    

· Whether the station is situated on a Whether the station is situated on a Whether the station is situated on a Whether the station is situated on a 
steeper gradient (steeper than 1 in steeper gradient (steeper than 1 in steeper gradient (steeper than 1 in steeper gradient (steeper than 1 in 400), 400), 400), 400), 
if so what special precautions are if so what special precautions are if so what special precautions are if so what special precautions are 
prescribed and followed by staff, etc.,prescribed and followed by staff, etc.,prescribed and followed by staff, etc.,prescribed and followed by staff, etc.,    

    

    

12121212    SWR DECLARATION REGISTER:SWR DECLARATION REGISTER:SWR DECLARATION REGISTER:SWR DECLARATION REGISTER:    
· Cross check the details with the Cross check the details with the Cross check the details with the Cross check the details with the 

Attendance Register to see whether staff Attendance Register to see whether staff Attendance Register to see whether staff Attendance Register to see whether staff 
are acknowledging after 15 consecutive are acknowledging after 15 consecutive are acknowledging after 15 consecutive are acknowledging after 15 consecutive 
days of absence (before takingdays of absence (before takingdays of absence (before takingdays of absence (before taking    charge of charge of charge of charge of 
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duties)? duties)? duties)? duties)?     
· Whether acknowledgement is separately Whether acknowledgement is separately Whether acknowledgement is separately Whether acknowledgement is separately 

taken for SMs & Pointsmen duly keeping taken for SMs & Pointsmen duly keeping taken for SMs & Pointsmen duly keeping taken for SMs & Pointsmen duly keeping 
an index with page number. an index with page number. an index with page number. an index with page number.     

· The acknowledgement register shall be The acknowledgement register shall be The acknowledgement register shall be The acknowledgement register shall be 
divided in three portions, one for fresh divided in three portions, one for fresh divided in three portions, one for fresh divided in three portions, one for fresh 
SWR declaration, one for any amendment SWR declaration, one for any amendment SWR declaration, one for any amendment SWR declaration, one for any amendment 
received to received to received to received to SWR, another portion for such SWR, another portion for such SWR, another portion for such SWR, another portion for such 
staff who resume duties after 15 staff who resume duties after 15 staff who resume duties after 15 staff who resume duties after 15 
consecutive days of absence / staff of consecutive days of absence / staff of consecutive days of absence / staff of consecutive days of absence / staff of 
outstation.outstation.outstation.outstation.    

    
13131313    S&T FAILURE REGISTER:S&T FAILURE REGISTER:S&T FAILURE REGISTER:S&T FAILURE REGISTER:    

· Whether all Signal and Telecom failures Whether all Signal and Telecom failures Whether all Signal and Telecom failures Whether all Signal and Telecom failures 
are getting recorded or not? are getting recorded or not? are getting recorded or not? are getting recorded or not?     

· In case of block failures, whether failure In case of block failures, whether failure In case of block failures, whether failure In case of block failures, whether failure 
eeeentry is made at both the stations or not? ntry is made at both the stations or not? ntry is made at both the stations or not? ntry is made at both the stations or not?     

· Cross check the train passing documents Cross check the train passing documents Cross check the train passing documents Cross check the train passing documents 
such as T/A 1425 to T/D 1425 & T. 369 such as T/A 1425 to T/D 1425 & T. 369 such as T/A 1425 to T/D 1425 & T. 369 such as T/A 1425 to T/D 1425 & T. 369 
(3b) and identify specific shortfalls (3b) and identify specific shortfalls (3b) and identify specific shortfalls (3b) and identify specific shortfalls 
including individual lapses. including individual lapses. including individual lapses. including individual lapses.     

· Whenever trains are received on CallingWhenever trains are received on CallingWhenever trains are received on CallingWhenever trains are received on Calling----
‘on’ due to Home Signal fai‘on’ due to Home Signal fai‘on’ due to Home Signal fai‘on’ due to Home Signal failures, whether lures, whether lures, whether lures, whether 
SMs are entering the Home Signal failure SMs are entering the Home Signal failure SMs are entering the Home Signal failure SMs are entering the Home Signal failure 
entry in the failure register or not? entry in the failure register or not? entry in the failure register or not? entry in the failure register or not?     

· Cross check the failure entries with failure Cross check the failure entries with failure Cross check the failure entries with failure Cross check the failure entries with failure 
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memos issued to S&T Official. memos issued to S&T Official. memos issued to S&T Official. memos issued to S&T Official.     
· Whether any particular signal or point is Whether any particular signal or point is Whether any particular signal or point is Whether any particular signal or point is 

repeatedly failing, if so whether S&T repeatedly failing, if so whether S&T repeatedly failing, if so whether S&T repeatedly failing, if so whether S&T 
OfficOfficOfficOfficials are closely monitoring that asset? ials are closely monitoring that asset? ials are closely monitoring that asset? ials are closely monitoring that asset?     

· Calculate the average failure time for the Calculate the average failure time for the Calculate the average failure time for the Calculate the average failure time for the 
month to comment on the efficiency and month to comment on the efficiency and month to comment on the efficiency and month to comment on the efficiency and 
swiftness shown by the S&T Official. swiftness shown by the S&T Official. swiftness shown by the S&T Official. swiftness shown by the S&T Official.     

· Cross check the Disconnection Register Cross check the Disconnection Register Cross check the Disconnection Register Cross check the Disconnection Register 
whether the S&T Official has issued whether the S&T Official has issued whether the S&T Official has issued whether the S&T Official has issued 
Disconnection NoticeDisconnection NoticeDisconnection NoticeDisconnection Notice    before attending before attending before attending before attending 
such gear as per Group ‘C’ of Appendix such gear as per Group ‘C’ of Appendix such gear as per Group ‘C’ of Appendix such gear as per Group ‘C’ of Appendix 
XIII of G&SR.XIII of G&SR.XIII of G&SR.XIII of G&SR.    

    
14141414    ACCIDENT REGISTER:ACCIDENT REGISTER:ACCIDENT REGISTER:ACCIDENT REGISTER:    

· Whether all the accidents and unusual are Whether all the accidents and unusual are Whether all the accidents and unusual are Whether all the accidents and unusual are 
entered or not.entered or not.entered or not.entered or not.    

· Whether complete details of the incident Whether complete details of the incident Whether complete details of the incident Whether complete details of the incident 
including D&AR action initiated against including D&AR action initiated against including D&AR action initiated against including D&AR action initiated against 
the staff held responthe staff held responthe staff held responthe staff held responsible are entered in sible are entered in sible are entered in sible are entered in 
the register or not?the register or not?the register or not?the register or not?    

· Identify similar type of accidents / unusual Identify similar type of accidents / unusual Identify similar type of accidents / unusual Identify similar type of accidents / unusual 
taking place on a particular line / point to taking place on a particular line / point to taking place on a particular line / point to taking place on a particular line / point to 
suggest remedial measures.suggest remedial measures.suggest remedial measures.suggest remedial measures.    

    

    

15151515    DISASTER MANAGEMENT DISPLAY DISASTER MANAGEMENT DISPLAY DISASTER MANAGEMENT DISPLAY DISASTER MANAGEMENT DISPLAY 
BOARD:BOARD:BOARD:BOARD:    
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· Whether the board is available or not.Whether the board is available or not.Whether the board is available or not.Whether the board is available or not.    
· Whether contact tWhether contact tWhether contact tWhether contact telephone numbers elephone numbers elephone numbers elephone numbers 

including mobile numbers of Medical including mobile numbers of Medical including mobile numbers of Medical including mobile numbers of Medical 
(Railway and Non(Railway and Non(Railway and Non(Railway and Non----Railway), Civil, Railway), Civil, Railway), Civil, Railway), Civil, 
Transport, Voluntary Organisations, etc., Transport, Voluntary Organisations, etc., Transport, Voluntary Organisations, etc., Transport, Voluntary Organisations, etc., 
are displayed or not.are displayed or not.are displayed or not.are displayed or not.    

· Whether the SM is making a random Whether the SM is making a random Whether the SM is making a random Whether the SM is making a random 
check to check the correctness of the check to check the correctness of the check to check the correctness of the check to check the correctness of the 
telephone number once in a fortnitelephone number once in a fortnitelephone number once in a fortnitelephone number once in a fortnight; ght; ght; ght; 
and if so, record of the same.and if so, record of the same.and if so, record of the same.and if so, record of the same.    

· Availability of fire extinguishers and the Availability of fire extinguishers and the Availability of fire extinguishers and the Availability of fire extinguishers and the 
knowledge of the staff in using the same.knowledge of the staff in using the same.knowledge of the staff in using the same.knowledge of the staff in using the same.    

    
16161616    STABLED LOAD REGISTER:STABLED LOAD REGISTER:STABLED LOAD REGISTER:STABLED LOAD REGISTER:    

· Whether the entries are properly made in Whether the entries are properly made in Whether the entries are properly made in Whether the entries are properly made in 
the register as per the prothe register as per the prothe register as per the prothe register as per the pro----forma.forma.forma.forma.    

· Whether the exchange of PN witWhether the exchange of PN witWhether the exchange of PN witWhether the exchange of PN with SCOR is h SCOR is h SCOR is h SCOR is 
followed or not, if so the details are written followed or not, if so the details are written followed or not, if so the details are written followed or not, if so the details are written 
or not.or not.or not.or not.    

· Whether the validity of BPC is written or Whether the validity of BPC is written or Whether the validity of BPC is written or Whether the validity of BPC is written or 
not?not?not?not?    

· Whether the GLP check memo issued or Whether the GLP check memo issued or Whether the GLP check memo issued or Whether the GLP check memo issued or 
not not not not ––––    if given, the record keeping of the if given, the record keeping of the if given, the record keeping of the if given, the record keeping of the 
same is correctly maintained or not.same is correctly maintained or not.same is correctly maintained or not.same is correctly maintained or not.    

· Physically check the stabledPhysically check the stabledPhysically check the stabledPhysically check the stabled    load load load load 
formation and ensure whether the written formation and ensure whether the written formation and ensure whether the written formation and ensure whether the written 
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details are correctly written and followed details are correctly written and followed details are correctly written and followed details are correctly written and followed 
or not.or not.or not.or not.    

· Whether coaching rake stabling details are Whether coaching rake stabling details are Whether coaching rake stabling details are Whether coaching rake stabling details are 
entered in the register or not.entered in the register or not.entered in the register or not.entered in the register or not.    

    
17171717    STATION DIARY:STATION DIARY:STATION DIARY:STATION DIARY:    

· Whether the SM inWhether the SM inWhether the SM inWhether the SM in----charge is filling up the charge is filling up the charge is filling up the charge is filling up the 
columns pertaining columns pertaining columns pertaining columns pertaining to him before 1000 to him before 1000 to him before 1000 to him before 1000 
hours of the day or not.hours of the day or not.hours of the day or not.hours of the day or not.    

· Whether all the columns are correctly Whether all the columns are correctly Whether all the columns are correctly Whether all the columns are correctly 
filled or not.filled or not.filled or not.filled or not.    

    

    

18181818    CAUTION ORDER MESSAGE REGISTER:CAUTION ORDER MESSAGE REGISTER:CAUTION ORDER MESSAGE REGISTER:CAUTION ORDER MESSAGE REGISTER:    
· Whether brought forwarding is done as Whether brought forwarding is done as Whether brought forwarding is done as Whether brought forwarding is done as 

per Appendix I of G&SR.per Appendix I of G&SR.per Appendix I of G&SR.per Appendix I of G&SR.    
· Whether the Serial Numbers are properly Whether the Serial Numbers are properly Whether the Serial Numbers are properly Whether the Serial Numbers are properly 

maintained or not.maintained or not.maintained or not.maintained or not.    
· Cross check the details with the Caution Cross check the details with the Caution Cross check the details with the Caution Cross check the details with the Caution 

Order copy issued to the Crew.Order copy issued to the Crew.Order copy issued to the Crew.Order copy issued to the Crew.    
· Identify such SRs which are not feasible to Identify such SRs which are not feasible to Identify such SRs which are not feasible to Identify such SRs which are not feasible to 

obey, for example 75 obey, for example 75 obey, for example 75 obey, for example 75 KMPHKMPHKMPHKMPH    + stop if + stop if + stop if + stop if 
required required required required ––––    to address the problem by to address the problem by to address the problem by to address the problem by 
writing to Engineering Officials. writing to Engineering Officials. writing to Engineering Officials. writing to Engineering Officials.     

· Similarly, at certain locations Similarly, at certain locations Similarly, at certain locations Similarly, at certain locations we may find we may find we may find we may find 
cancellation and imposition of caution cancellation and imposition of caution cancellation and imposition of caution cancellation and imposition of caution 
orders under one and the same message orders under one and the same message orders under one and the same message orders under one and the same message 
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number which is irregular.number which is irregular.number which is irregular.number which is irregular.    
· Also identify such SRs which are given for Also identify such SRs which are given for Also identify such SRs which are given for Also identify such SRs which are given for 

two / three block sections instead of two / three block sections instead of two / three block sections instead of two / three block sections instead of 
giving them individually to one block giving them individually to one block giving them individually to one block giving them individually to one block 
section.section.section.section.    

· Whether adeqWhether adeqWhether adeqWhether adequate space is left in between uate space is left in between uate space is left in between uate space is left in between 
two SRs for interpolating any new two SRs for interpolating any new two SRs for interpolating any new two SRs for interpolating any new 
additions given on emergency account.additions given on emergency account.additions given on emergency account.additions given on emergency account.    

    
19191919    BIOBIOBIOBIO----DATA REGISTER:DATA REGISTER:DATA REGISTER:DATA REGISTER:    

· Cross check the entries with the actual Cross check the entries with the actual Cross check the entries with the actual Cross check the entries with the actual 
BCC / PCC, PME certificates possessed by BCC / PCC, PME certificates possessed by BCC / PCC, PME certificates possessed by BCC / PCC, PME certificates possessed by 
the employees at the time of inspection.the employees at the time of inspection.the employees at the time of inspection.the employees at the time of inspection.    

· WhetherWhetherWhetherWhether    they are adhering to the they are adhering to the they are adhering to the they are adhering to the 
instructions of IRMM Para 514, i.e., staff instructions of IRMM Para 514, i.e., staff instructions of IRMM Para 514, i.e., staff instructions of IRMM Para 514, i.e., staff 
after attaining the age of 45 years are after attaining the age of 45 years are after attaining the age of 45 years are after attaining the age of 45 years are 
supposed to undergo PME as per their supposed to undergo PME as per their supposed to undergo PME as per their supposed to undergo PME as per their 
date of birth.date of birth.date of birth.date of birth.    

· Ensure that RC / PME overdue staff are not Ensure that RC / PME overdue staff are not Ensure that RC / PME overdue staff are not Ensure that RC / PME overdue staff are not 
utilised in direct train operation.utilised in direct train operation.utilised in direct train operation.utilised in direct train operation.    

    

    

20202020    WEATHER WAWEATHER WAWEATHER WAWEATHER WARNING REGISTER:RNING REGISTER:RNING REGISTER:RNING REGISTER:    
· Whether the acknowledgement time and Whether the acknowledgement time and Whether the acknowledgement time and Whether the acknowledgement time and 

date is correctly written by the Officials date is correctly written by the Officials date is correctly written by the Officials date is correctly written by the Officials 
who received the message.who received the message.who received the message.who received the message.    

· Whether the SM is writing the actual Whether the SM is writing the actual Whether the SM is writing the actual Whether the SM is writing the actual 
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weather condition at the time of receipt of weather condition at the time of receipt of weather condition at the time of receipt of weather condition at the time of receipt of 
the weather warning message?the weather warning message?the weather warning message?the weather warning message?    

· Whether the beat books aWhether the beat books aWhether the beat books aWhether the beat books are deposited with re deposited with re deposited with re deposited with 
the SM of the station or not. If available, the SM of the station or not. If available, the SM of the station or not. If available, the SM of the station or not. If available, 
crosscheck the entries of TSR & Station crosscheck the entries of TSR & Station crosscheck the entries of TSR & Station crosscheck the entries of TSR & Station 
Diary with the beat books or viceDiary with the beat books or viceDiary with the beat books or viceDiary with the beat books or vice----versa.versa.versa.versa.    

    
21212121    RELAY ROOM KEY REGISTER:RELAY ROOM KEY REGISTER:RELAY ROOM KEY REGISTER:RELAY ROOM KEY REGISTER:    

· Check whether proper reasons are written Check whether proper reasons are written Check whether proper reasons are written Check whether proper reasons are written 
in the register?in the register?in the register?in the register?    

· Whether all the columns Whether all the columns Whether all the columns Whether all the columns are correctly filled are correctly filled are correctly filled are correctly filled 
by the station staff?by the station staff?by the station staff?by the station staff?    

· Whether the name, designation of the Whether the name, designation of the Whether the name, designation of the Whether the name, designation of the 
employee who is handing over / taking over employee who is handing over / taking over employee who is handing over / taking over employee who is handing over / taking over 
the key are legibly written.the key are legibly written.the key are legibly written.the key are legibly written.    

· Calculate the total number of times the key Calculate the total number of times the key Calculate the total number of times the key Calculate the total number of times the key 
is taken in a month; and the total time the is taken in a month; and the total time the is taken in a month; and the total time the is taken in a month; and the total time the 
key is out of thkey is out of thkey is out of thkey is out of the box to comment on the e box to comment on the e box to comment on the e box to comment on the 
unhealthy practices, if any.unhealthy practices, if any.unhealthy practices, if any.unhealthy practices, if any.    

· Whether the opening of the Relay Room Whether the opening of the Relay Room Whether the opening of the Relay Room Whether the opening of the Relay Room 
door or EKT is inter connected with the door or EKT is inter connected with the door or EKT is inter connected with the door or EKT is inter connected with the 
datalogger, if so whether the same is getting datalogger, if so whether the same is getting datalogger, if so whether the same is getting datalogger, if so whether the same is getting 
registered or not.registered or not.registered or not.registered or not.    

    

    

22222222    DISCONNECTION & RECONNECTION DISCONNECTION & RECONNECTION DISCONNECTION & RECONNECTION DISCONNECTION & RECONNECTION 
NOTICE (T.351):NOTICE (T.351):NOTICE (T.351):NOTICE (T.351):    
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· By scrutiBy scrutiBy scrutiBy scrutinising the foils pasted in the nising the foils pasted in the nising the foils pasted in the nising the foils pasted in the 
register, identify such works which involve register, identify such works which involve register, identify such works which involve register, identify such works which involve 
joint works with Engineering Department. joint works with Engineering Department. joint works with Engineering Department. joint works with Engineering Department. 
Further look for the remark “joint work Further look for the remark “joint work Further look for the remark “joint work Further look for the remark “joint work 
with engineering” is passed or not as per SR with engineering” is passed or not as per SR with engineering” is passed or not as per SR with engineering” is passed or not as per SR 
3.51.6.3.51.6.3.51.6.3.51.6.    

· Whether the S&T Official is ensuring track Whether the S&T Official is ensuring track Whether the S&T Official is ensuring track Whether the S&T Official is ensuring track 
‘fit‘fit‘fit‘fit’ memo / remark from Engineering ’ memo / remark from Engineering ’ memo / remark from Engineering ’ memo / remark from Engineering 
Official after completing such joint works.Official after completing such joint works.Official after completing such joint works.Official after completing such joint works.    

· In the course of regular maintenance of In the course of regular maintenance of In the course of regular maintenance of In the course of regular maintenance of 
block instrument, whether the SM is block instrument, whether the SM is block instrument, whether the SM is block instrument, whether the SM is 
passing a remark on the face of the passing a remark on the face of the passing a remark on the face of the passing a remark on the face of the 
Disconnection Notice that ‘no train in block Disconnection Notice that ‘no train in block Disconnection Notice that ‘no train in block Disconnection Notice that ‘no train in block 
section’ as per Para 5section’ as per Para 5section’ as per Para 5section’ as per Para 5    of Appendix XIII of of Appendix XIII of of Appendix XIII of of Appendix XIII of 
G&SR.G&SR.G&SR.G&SR.    

    
23232323    CRANK HANDLE REGISTER:CRANK HANDLE REGISTER:CRANK HANDLE REGISTER:CRANK HANDLE REGISTER:    

· Whether the entries are made by the Whether the entries are made by the Whether the entries are made by the Whether the entries are made by the 
officials whenever the crank handle is officials whenever the crank handle is officials whenever the crank handle is officials whenever the crank handle is 
removed.removed.removed.removed.    

· Whether the chain is properly connected Whether the chain is properly connected Whether the chain is properly connected Whether the chain is properly connected 
to the EKT housed in the glass cage of SM to the EKT housed in the glass cage of SM to the EKT housed in the glass cage of SM to the EKT housed in the glass cage of SM 
Office.Office.Office.Office.    

· Whether the S&T Officials Whether the S&T Officials Whether the S&T Officials Whether the S&T Officials are testing the are testing the are testing the are testing the 
crank handle working as per the schedule crank handle working as per the schedule crank handle working as per the schedule crank handle working as per the schedule 
of once in a fortnight by the ESM, once in of once in a fortnight by the ESM, once in of once in a fortnight by the ESM, once in of once in a fortnight by the ESM, once in 
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a month by the JE/Signals and once in a month by the JE/Signals and once in a month by the JE/Signals and once in a month by the JE/Signals and once in 
three months by the SE/SSE. In the course three months by the SE/SSE. In the course three months by the SE/SSE. In the course three months by the SE/SSE. In the course 
of testing, whether all the points that are of testing, whether all the points that are of testing, whether all the points that are of testing, whether all the points that are 
connected to that crank handle aconnected to that crank handle aconnected to that crank handle aconnected to that crank handle are tested re tested re tested re tested 
on a rotation or not?on a rotation or not?on a rotation or not?on a rotation or not?    

    
24242424    AXLE COUNTER RESETTING REGISTER:AXLE COUNTER RESETTING REGISTER:AXLE COUNTER RESETTING REGISTER:AXLE COUNTER RESETTING REGISTER:    

· BPAC axle counter resetting, directionBPAC axle counter resetting, directionBPAC axle counter resetting, directionBPAC axle counter resetting, direction----
wise details are correctly recorded in the wise details are correctly recorded in the wise details are correctly recorded in the wise details are correctly recorded in the 
register or not.register or not.register or not.register or not.    

· Whenever resetting is done, whether the Whenever resetting is done, whether the Whenever resetting is done, whether the Whenever resetting is done, whether the 
failure entry is made in the Signal Failure failure entry is made in the Signal Failure failure entry is made in the Signal Failure failure entry is made in the Signal Failure 
ReReReRegister or not?gister or not?gister or not?gister or not?    

· Loop line Axle Counter resetting Loop line Axle Counter resetting Loop line Axle Counter resetting Loop line Axle Counter resetting ––––    
whether the cowhether the cowhether the cowhether the co----operation box is kept operation box is kept operation box is kept operation box is kept 
outside SM Office or not? Whether this outside SM Office or not? Whether this outside SM Office or not? Whether this outside SM Office or not? Whether this 
failure entry is also made in the Signal failure entry is also made in the Signal failure entry is also made in the Signal failure entry is also made in the Signal 
Failure Register or not?Failure Register or not?Failure Register or not?Failure Register or not?    

· IBS Axle Counter resetting IBS Axle Counter resetting IBS Axle Counter resetting IBS Axle Counter resetting ––––    before before before before 
resetting, whether the SM isresetting, whether the SM isresetting, whether the SM isresetting, whether the SM is    aware what aware what aware what aware what 
precautions are to be taken. Check for the precautions are to be taken. Check for the precautions are to be taken. Check for the precautions are to be taken. Check for the 
occasions when the same are reset and occasions when the same are reset and occasions when the same are reset and occasions when the same are reset and 
cross check with the Signal Failure Register cross check with the Signal Failure Register cross check with the Signal Failure Register cross check with the Signal Failure Register 
entries and TSR.entries and TSR.entries and TSR.entries and TSR.    

    

    

25252525    CALLINGCALLINGCALLINGCALLING----‘ON’ ROUTE CANCELLATION ‘ON’ ROUTE CANCELLATION ‘ON’ ROUTE CANCELLATION ‘ON’ ROUTE CANCELLATION     
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REGISTER:REGISTER:REGISTER:REGISTER:    
· Whether the Veeder Counter is separately Whether the Veeder Counter is separately Whether the Veeder Counter is separately Whether the Veeder Counter is separately 

provided forprovided forprovided forprovided for    direction wise or not. If a direction wise or not. If a direction wise or not. If a direction wise or not. If a 
common one is provided, write to the common one is provided, write to the common one is provided, write to the common one is provided, write to the 
Signal Department officials to provide the Signal Department officials to provide the Signal Department officials to provide the Signal Department officials to provide the 
same separately to correctly analyse as to same separately to correctly analyse as to same separately to correctly analyse as to same separately to correctly analyse as to 
how many times the cancellations how many times the cancellations how many times the cancellations how many times the cancellations 
(direction(direction(direction(direction----wise) are made and to take wise) are made and to take wise) are made and to take wise) are made and to take 
corrective remedial action.corrective remedial action.corrective remedial action.corrective remedial action.    

· CheckCheckCheckCheck    whether the reason for using the whether the reason for using the whether the reason for using the whether the reason for using the 
CallingCallingCallingCalling----‘on’ is correctly written by the ‘on’ is correctly written by the ‘on’ is correctly written by the ‘on’ is correctly written by the 
station staff or not.station staff or not.station staff or not.station staff or not.    

· If it is used due to Home Signal failure/s If it is used due to Home Signal failure/s If it is used due to Home Signal failure/s If it is used due to Home Signal failure/s ––––    
whether Home Signal failure entry is made whether Home Signal failure entry is made whether Home Signal failure entry is made whether Home Signal failure entry is made 
in the Signal Failure Register or not?in the Signal Failure Register or not?in the Signal Failure Register or not?in the Signal Failure Register or not?    

· Whether the S&T Officials schedulWhether the S&T Officials schedulWhether the S&T Officials schedulWhether the S&T Officials schedule is e is e is e is 
correctly followed or not (by observing the correctly followed or not (by observing the correctly followed or not (by observing the correctly followed or not (by observing the 
entries in the register).entries in the register).entries in the register).entries in the register).    
    

26262626    TI INSPECTION REGISTER:TI INSPECTION REGISTER:TI INSPECTION REGISTER:TI INSPECTION REGISTER:    
· Whether the schedule of one per month is Whether the schedule of one per month is Whether the schedule of one per month is Whether the schedule of one per month is 

followed or not?followed or not?followed or not?followed or not?    
· Whether he is bringing out irregularities / Whether he is bringing out irregularities / Whether he is bringing out irregularities / Whether he is bringing out irregularities / 

shortfalls during his inspection, if so what shortfalls during his inspection, if so what shortfalls during his inspection, if so what shortfalls during his inspection, if so what 
actiactiactiaction taken by the SMR / SM inon taken by the SMR / SM inon taken by the SMR / SM inon taken by the SMR / SM in----charge.charge.charge.charge.    

· If identical shortfalls / irregularities are If identical shortfalls / irregularities are If identical shortfalls / irregularities are If identical shortfalls / irregularities are 
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noticed by the TI noticed by the TI noticed by the TI noticed by the TI ––––    what action taken by the what action taken by the what action taken by the what action taken by the 
Divisional Administration.Divisional Administration.Divisional Administration.Divisional Administration.    

    
27272727    OFFICERS INSPECTION REGISTER:OFFICERS INSPECTION REGISTER:OFFICERS INSPECTION REGISTER:OFFICERS INSPECTION REGISTER:    

· Action initiated by the SMR / SM inAction initiated by the SMR / SM inAction initiated by the SMR / SM inAction initiated by the SMR / SM in----charge charge charge charge 
on the irregularities / on the irregularities / on the irregularities / on the irregularities / shortfalls related to shortfalls related to shortfalls related to shortfalls related to 
safe operations noticed by the officer/s.safe operations noticed by the officer/s.safe operations noticed by the officer/s.safe operations noticed by the officer/s.    

· Whether SMR / SM inWhether SMR / SM inWhether SMR / SM inWhether SMR / SM in----charge is putting any charge is putting any charge is putting any charge is putting any 
effort to get the copy of the inspection effort to get the copy of the inspection effort to get the copy of the inspection effort to get the copy of the inspection 
report from the division, if not received.report from the division, if not received.report from the division, if not received.report from the division, if not received.    

    

    

28282828    STAFF GRADATION REGISTER:STAFF GRADATION REGISTER:STAFF GRADATION REGISTER:STAFF GRADATION REGISTER:    
· Whether gradation is done once in Whether gradation is done once in Whether gradation is done once in Whether gradation is done once in 6 6 6 6 

months (January and July) as per board months (January and July) as per board months (January and July) as per board months (January and July) as per board 
guidelines or not?guidelines or not?guidelines or not?guidelines or not?    

· Details of marks obtained by the staff are Details of marks obtained by the staff are Details of marks obtained by the staff are Details of marks obtained by the staff are 
written or not?written or not?written or not?written or not?    

· By observing the details, identify the weak By observing the details, identify the weak By observing the details, identify the weak By observing the details, identify the weak 
area of the employee/s and counsel the area of the employee/s and counsel the area of the employee/s and counsel the area of the employee/s and counsel the 
SMR / SM inSMR / SM inSMR / SM inSMR / SM in----charge and TI of the section charge and TI of the section charge and TI of the section charge and TI of the section 
to concentratto concentratto concentratto concentrate on those subjects / topics.e on those subjects / topics.e on those subjects / topics.e on those subjects / topics.    

    

    

29292929    RUSTY RAIL COLLARS / CAPS:RUSTY RAIL COLLARS / CAPS:RUSTY RAIL COLLARS / CAPS:RUSTY RAIL COLLARS / CAPS:    
Whether the SWR stipulate special Whether the SWR stipulate special Whether the SWR stipulate special Whether the SWR stipulate special 
instructions regarding the usage of rusty rail instructions regarding the usage of rusty rail instructions regarding the usage of rusty rail instructions regarding the usage of rusty rail 
collars / caps, especially at those locations collars / caps, especially at those locations collars / caps, especially at those locations collars / caps, especially at those locations 
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such as Coastal Area, Cement Companies, Iron such as Coastal Area, Cement Companies, Iron such as Coastal Area, Cement Companies, Iron such as Coastal Area, Cement Companies, Iron 
Ore / Coal loading stOre / Coal loading stOre / Coal loading stOre / Coal loading stations; if so whether the ations; if so whether the ations; if so whether the ations; if so whether the 
staff are following those instructions, i.e., staff are following those instructions, i.e., staff are following those instructions, i.e., staff are following those instructions, i.e., 
testing the point/s once in 24 hours and testing the point/s once in 24 hours and testing the point/s once in 24 hours and testing the point/s once in 24 hours and 
keeping a record of the same.keeping a record of the same.keeping a record of the same.keeping a record of the same.    
    

30303030    AVAILABILITY OF WHEEL CHAIR AND AVAILABILITY OF WHEEL CHAIR AND AVAILABILITY OF WHEEL CHAIR AND AVAILABILITY OF WHEEL CHAIR AND 
STRETCHER AT A STATION:STRETCHER AT A STATION:STRETCHER AT A STATION:STRETCHER AT A STATION:    
· Whether the wheel chair is available or Whether the wheel chair is available or Whether the wheel chair is available or Whether the wheel chair is available or 

not?not?not?not?    
· If so,If so,If so,If so,    whether there is a display board to whether there is a display board to whether there is a display board to whether there is a display board to 

that effect or not?that effect or not?that effect or not?that effect or not?    
· Whether the wheel chair is in good Whether the wheel chair is in good Whether the wheel chair is in good Whether the wheel chair is in good 

condition or not?condition or not?condition or not?condition or not?    
· Similarly, whether there is stretcher under Similarly, whether there is stretcher under Similarly, whether there is stretcher under Similarly, whether there is stretcher under 

the control of SM, if so its condition.the control of SM, if so its condition.the control of SM, if so its condition.the control of SM, if so its condition.    
    

    

31313131    PLCT WORKING:PLCT WORKING:PLCT WORKING:PLCT WORKING:    
· During PLCT working, whether the failure During PLCT working, whether the failure During PLCT working, whether the failure During PLCT working, whether the failure 

eeeentry is made at both the stations of block ntry is made at both the stations of block ntry is made at both the stations of block ntry is made at both the stations of block 
section made or not?section made or not?section made or not?section made or not?    

· If the failure is continued for more than If the failure is continued for more than If the failure is continued for more than If the failure is continued for more than 
one hour, whether the S&T Supervisor is one hour, whether the S&T Supervisor is one hour, whether the S&T Supervisor is one hour, whether the S&T Supervisor is 
attending the station or not, if ‘yes’ attending the station or not, if ‘yes’ attending the station or not, if ‘yes’ attending the station or not, if ‘yes’ 
relevant record is maintained or not?relevant record is maintained or not?relevant record is maintained or not?relevant record is maintained or not?    

· If the failure time is more than If the failure time is more than If the failure time is more than If the failure time is more than 3 hours, the 3 hours, the 3 hours, the 3 hours, the 
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section TI or SMR of the station is supposed section TI or SMR of the station is supposed section TI or SMR of the station is supposed section TI or SMR of the station is supposed 
to visit the station to oversee the safe to visit the station to oversee the safe to visit the station to oversee the safe to visit the station to oversee the safe 
working of PLCT , whether they are aware working of PLCT , whether they are aware working of PLCT , whether they are aware working of PLCT , whether they are aware 
of it, if ‘yes’ whether any record is of it, if ‘yes’ whether any record is of it, if ‘yes’ whether any record is of it, if ‘yes’ whether any record is 
maintained or not?maintained or not?maintained or not?maintained or not?    

· If the failure time is more than 24 hours, If the failure time is more than 24 hours, If the failure time is more than 24 hours, If the failure time is more than 24 hours, 
whether SR of 30whether SR of 30whether SR of 30whether SR of 30    KMPH is imposed or not?KMPH is imposed or not?KMPH is imposed or not?KMPH is imposed or not?    

· Whether the SCOR is adhering to the laid Whether the SCOR is adhering to the laid Whether the SCOR is adhering to the laid Whether the SCOR is adhering to the laid 
down instructions of not arranging down instructions of not arranging down instructions of not arranging down instructions of not arranging 
crossing on single line, not arranging crossing on single line, not arranging crossing on single line, not arranging crossing on single line, not arranging 
precedence on single / double line sections.precedence on single / double line sections.precedence on single / double line sections.precedence on single / double line sections.    

    
32323232    GLP (GDR) CHECK:GLP (GDR) CHECK:GLP (GDR) CHECK:GLP (GDR) CHECK:    

· Whether the GLP Check is effectively done Whether the GLP Check is effectively done Whether the GLP Check is effectively done Whether the GLP Check is effectively done 
or notor notor notor not????    

· Whether the GLP is checking the Whether the GLP is checking the Whether the GLP is checking the Whether the GLP is checking the 
formation as per joint procedure order?formation as per joint procedure order?formation as per joint procedure order?formation as per joint procedure order?    

· Whether the GLP check memo is prepared Whether the GLP check memo is prepared Whether the GLP check memo is prepared Whether the GLP check memo is prepared 
in triplicate or not, to be cross checked in triplicate or not, to be cross checked in triplicate or not, to be cross checked in triplicate or not, to be cross checked 
with the stabled load register.with the stabled load register.with the stabled load register.with the stabled load register.    

· Whether the staff aware of the new Whether the staff aware of the new Whether the staff aware of the new Whether the staff aware of the new 
instructions, i.e., when the Goodsinstructions, i.e., when the Goodsinstructions, i.e., when the Goodsinstructions, i.e., when the Goods    train is train is train is train is 
without Guard; LP is responsible for the without Guard; LP is responsible for the without Guard; LP is responsible for the without Guard; LP is responsible for the 
entire check and SM has to depute one entire check and SM has to depute one entire check and SM has to depute one entire check and SM has to depute one 
Pointsman to assist the LP. And additional Pointsman to assist the LP. And additional Pointsman to assist the LP. And additional Pointsman to assist the LP. And additional 
time of 30 minutes, i.e., 30+30 minutes is time of 30 minutes, i.e., 30+30 minutes is time of 30 minutes, i.e., 30+30 minutes is time of 30 minutes, i.e., 30+30 minutes is 
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permitted.permitted.permitted.permitted.    
    

33333333    AVAILABILITY OF BV EQUIPMENT:AVAILABILITY OF BV EQUIPMENT:AVAILABILITY OF BV EQUIPMENT:AVAILABILITY OF BV EQUIPMENT:    
· Whether the loading, locking and sWhether the loading, locking and sWhether the loading, locking and sWhether the loading, locking and sealing ealing ealing ealing 

of full complement of BV Equipment in all of full complement of BV Equipment in all of full complement of BV Equipment in all of full complement of BV Equipment in all 
the SLRs of the formation are done or not?the SLRs of the formation are done or not?the SLRs of the formation are done or not?the SLRs of the formation are done or not?    

· Whether the spare ‘OTL’ is provided or Whether the spare ‘OTL’ is provided or Whether the spare ‘OTL’ is provided or Whether the spare ‘OTL’ is provided or 
not?not?not?not?    

· Whether the display sticker is pasted or Whether the display sticker is pasted or Whether the display sticker is pasted or Whether the display sticker is pasted or 
not?not?not?not?    

· Whether there is lighting provision with Whether there is lighting provision with Whether there is lighting provision with Whether there is lighting provision with 
control switch outside the cabinecontrol switch outside the cabinecontrol switch outside the cabinecontrol switch outside the cabinet in t in t in t in 
which BV Equipment is loaded?which BV Equipment is loaded?which BV Equipment is loaded?which BV Equipment is loaded?    

    

    

34343434    ANY OTHER OBSERVATIONANY OTHER OBSERVATIONANY OTHER OBSERVATIONANY OTHER OBSERVATION    
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1. Brief of the incident (Trolley accident): Brief of the incident (Trolley accident): Brief of the incident (Trolley accident): Brief of the incident (Trolley accident): On 23rd January 2014 

after Sunset, Moped Trolley was placed on track by 
SSE/P.Way/WHM between Lohagad and Amanwadi stations of 
NED Division. On the way to reach Lohagad  station, the trolley 
collided with light engine coming in the opposite direction on a 
hill cutting and curve. As a result of the incident, two employees 
were killed and four others sustained injuries. 
Cause: Cause: Cause: Cause: Placing the trolley on track after Sunset without 
informing the SM.        
Rules violated: Rules violated: Rules violated: Rules violated: As per SR 15.24.1.1, ordinarily trollies and lorries 
shall be worked only during day light hours. However, during 
day, when there is rain, thick and foggy / tempestuous weather 
impairing visibility and always at night, trollies and lorries shall 
be worked under block protection like a train.. Also, Para 1118 
(4) (a) of IRPWM, during day time in sections with normal 
visibility, the Official in-charge shall before placing the trolley 
shall ascertain the whereabouts of the trains likely to be met and 
set off on trolley.  
Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Primary – SSE/P.Way/WHM for violating 
SR 15.26.1.2 to 1.7 and Secondary – Moped Trolley Driver for 
violating SR 15.21 and 15.26.1.1. 
Matters brought to light:Matters brought to light:Matters brought to light:Matters brought to light:    
· Flagmen were not deputed for protection of the trolley.    

Section “E”  
Accident cases 
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· Brake wire of the trolley was not in good condition to work 
effectively in case of emergency brake application.    

· Officials occupying the trolley failed to enquire about the 
train movements before placing the trolley into the block 
section. 

· After setting the channels as per department-wise in the 
walkie-talkie sets, they are not working effectively. 

    
2. Brief of the incidenBrief of the incidenBrief of the incidenBrief of the incident (Derailmentt (Derailmentt (Derailmentt (Derailment)))): : : : On 10th February 2014, while 

Train No. 52974 AK – UJJN (MG) Passenger was being admitted 
into UGWE station, engine and 3 coaches derailed. As a result of 
the derailment, no casualties and no injuries to anybody.   
Cause: Due to the breakage of corroded tie bar while moving the 
train on track, and gauge widened at KM 731/6-7.    
Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Primary Primary Primary Primary ––––    None.    Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary ––––    
SE/P.Way/AKOT and JE/P.Way/AK for failing to observe the 
corroded tie bars and take timely appropriate action.    
BlamewBlamewBlamewBlameworthy orthy orthy orthy ––––    SSE/DLS/MHOW for failing to maintain / submit 
relevant records for overaged Loco No. 6315/MHOW. 
Matters brought to light:Matters brought to light:Matters brought to light:Matters brought to light:    
· UGWE is a modified non-interlocked yard. There is a Caution 

Order of 15 KMPH in the yard. The WTT indicates that the SR 
is from FM to FM. This has to be corrected. 

· As the sectional speed is 30 KMPH and 8 KMPH on loop lines. 
Due to modified non-interlocked stations, speed restrictions 
imposed with SR of 15 KMPH from Outer to Outer, the 
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possibility of increasing hours and bursting of 10- hours 
cases of LP has increased. To curtail this, crew should be 
suitably relieved at suitable station by keeping a Rest Room 
and posting some crew at KNW. 

Suggestions & Recommendations:Suggestions & Recommendations:Suggestions & Recommendations:Suggestions & Recommendations:    
· Required rehabilitation track works to be sanctioned and 

executed for safe running of trains with good standards. 
· As there is only coaching traffic in the section, availability of 

spare loco is only one at any given time at AK which is not 
adequate to move ART & MRV separately to the accident spot. 
To overcome this problem, it is suggested to club both ART 
and MRV and move combined to the site of accident. 

· Speedometer charts of randomly selected trains to be taken 
and analysed to check the speed. 

· The necessity of creation of new Crew Lobby and Rest / 
Running Room in between AK – KNW arises due to bursting 
of 10-hour rule. 

· Over-aged locos are being run in the section. It is suggested to 
keep relevant approvals of such locos beyond permissible age 
of 36 years to be kept in the loco. 

    
3. Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 10th February 2014, while 

DWP/N Goods  loco was derailed Tenali station of BZA Division 
on Point No. 15Bof Road No.6, As a result of this derailment, 
through line of communication is not affected.   
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Cause: Cause: Cause: Cause: Due to slackness of PWS/KLX by removing the banner 
flag without ensuring proper completion of work, i.e., at SRJ, out 
of three bolts, one stud bolt was not properly tightened due to 
which it has led to the misalignment of track.    
Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light:     
· Sr. PWS failed to serve written request to SM/TEL before 

attending track to obtain ‘line block’.  Instead of confirming 
orally through mobile phone. 

· LP failed to inform SM and Guard about the Banner Flag 
placed in front of his Loco. 

· Obtaining the stipulated traffic blocks for each work found 
much difficulty as per the requirements of various 
Departments, As a result of which the Departments are 
resorting to block the track in improper way and site 
Supervisors tempts to do the work within the short duration. 

Suggestions & Recommendations:Suggestions & Recommendations:Suggestions & Recommendations:Suggestions & Recommendations:    
· Site supervisor should not take any undue risk about the track 

protection, block and issue necessary written memos for block 
requisition. 

· Stipulated blocks should be provided for nominated track 
works on Main line, Loop line, yard lines and Siding lines etc., 

· LP/ALP should observe obstruction on the track while passing 
the SR locations. 

· Before carrying out Engineering work in the station yards, IBs 
track zones etc., prior intimation to be given to the concerned 
Signal Supervisor.  
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Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Primary: Primary: Primary: Primary: Sri M. Sambasiva Rao, 
Sr.PWS/KLX.    Blameworthy: Blameworthy: Blameworthy: Blameworthy: Sri T.V Ramana, SM/TEL. and Sri 
B.Y.Srihari LP/Goods/BZA. 

4.4.4.4. Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 20th February 2014, while 
Train No. BCBFG Goods was leaving Tenali station from Road 
No.6 to DN Mainline, 2 wagons derailed on Point No. 15B.     
Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Enquiry report awaited.    
Cause & Cause & Cause & Cause & Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Enquiry report awaited. 

    
5. Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 18th February 2014, 

WAG9 loco No. 31153 derailed in Trap Point No. 19A at MQR 
station of SC Division. Train No. UP BCNHL arrived onto 
Common Loop – 2 (Road 5) and the crew of the train were given 
Shunting Order (T.806) to reverse the loco to enter into UTCM 
Siding. Instructions were also given orally by SM/MQR to draw 
the rake beyond the Starter Signal by one engine length in order 
to ensure that there is adequate space in rear.  
Cause: Cause: Cause: Cause: Normalising the Point No.19 (trap point) by SM/MQR 
without ensuring the intended movement of detaching the loco 
is completed or not; as a result of it the loco taken two routes and 
derailed. 
Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Even though the complete portion of 
loco passed beyond the Starter Signal, its presence was not 
proved on the panel since the glued joint beyond the Starter 
Signal was at a distance of 22.45m.        
CausCausCausCause & e & e & e & Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Sri. Ranjit Kumar, Dy.SS/MQR. 
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6. Brief of the incident (Unusual incident): Brief of the incident (Unusual incident): Brief of the incident (Unusual incident): Brief of the incident (Unusual incident): On 21st February 2014 

at about 23.50 hours, while Train No. 12863 HWH – YPR 
Express was on run between RU – TPTY stations of GTL Division, 
Gateman of Non-interlocked LC Gate No. 109 kept the gate in 
‘open’ condition and during that time, one heavy lorry struck up 
in the height gauge duly obstructing the track. LP of express 
train on noticing the obstruction applied emergency brakes and 
stopped the train just 30m before the LC Gate and averted a 
possible collision. The train suffered a detention of 4 hours at the 
L.C. Gate. 
CauseCauseCauseCause: : : : Gateman of non-interlocked LC Gate No.  109 gave a PN 
to SM/TCNR as a token of assurance that LC Gate is ‘closed’ 
against road traffic though the gate is in ‘open’ condition.  
Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Since Gateman of LC Gate accepted his 
failure, he is held responsible. 

    
7. Brief of the accident: Brief of the accident: Brief of the accident: Brief of the accident: On 21st March 2014 while performing 

shunting at PAU station of NED Division derailment of two 
coaches took place. The brief of the incident is after completing 
the primary maintenance of empty rake of Train No. 17610, the 
rake was being backed from pitline to new Goods line in pushing 
mode. In the course of pushing, the rearmost two coaches 
derailed at the dead end. 
CauseCauseCauseCause: Due to non-observance of shunting rules by the Shunting 
Staff of the station. 
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Matters brought to lightMatters brought to lightMatters brought to lightMatters brought to light: Enquiry report awaited. 
 

8. Brief of the accidentBrief of the accidentBrief of the accidentBrief of the accident: On 12th March 2014, LP of BCNHL Goods 
caused SPAD at MAGH station of SC Division by passing the 
Home Signal at ‘on’ and entering onto the loop line before finally 
coming to a halt on common line (UP loop). The brief details are 
that the train was coming from Pandarpavani Siding, was 
stopped at the Home Signal for want of path ahead at 05.25 
hours. At 06.44 hours, the train slowly passed the Home Signal 
at ‘on’ and entered onto the common loop line by passing an 
approximate distance of 900m. 
CauseCauseCauseCause:    Releasing of loco brake on falling gradient in rear of 
Routing Home Signal which was at ‘on’. 
Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: Staff held responsible: LP & ALP as ‘primary’ and Guard of the 
train as ‘secondary’. 
    

9. Brief of the accident: Brief of the accident: Brief of the accident: Brief of the accident: On 5th March 2014, at about 17.45 hours, 
GY/BTPN Goods train was being pushed into Oil Siding of GY 
station of GTL Division. Due to raising gradient, the LP could not 
push the load inside the siding and the movement was 
temporarily stopped in order to enable correct setting of points 
in rear. At that time, the formation rolled back in loco leading 
position and loco along with 3 loaded wagons derailed after 
Point No.15B. As a result of the derailment, the East line was 
obstructed. 
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Cause:Cause:Cause:Cause: Entered into point while operation of point by loco of 
BTPN Goods. 
Staff held responsible:Staff held responsible:Staff held responsible:Staff held responsible: 
Primary:Primary:Primary:Primary: Sri. M. Muralidhar, LP/G/GY who entered into the track 
circuit area from Siding without proper authority or permission 
of SM and violated GR & SR 3.82. Sri. Amit Kumar, 
CASM/South/GY who allowed movement soon after clearance of 
point no. 15 by Train No. MBPG into siding without ensuring its 
movement. He also failed to notice the reasons for track down of 
relevant track circuit and act accordingly. Sri. S. Venkatesh Naik, 
Pointsman who set the manually operated point to siding without 
the knowledge or instructions of either CASM or Shunting Master 
and authorising the movement by waving hand signal during the 
course of operation of point no.15. 
Secondary:Secondary:Secondary:Secondary: Sri. Shaik Shavali, Goods Guard/GY who failed to use 
his best endeavour to attract the attention of the LP and failed to 
apply brakes when the train experience unable to push the load 
into the siding. 
Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Matters brought to light: Procedure of despatching and receiving 
trains to / from BPCL Siding are not mentioned in the SWR. There 
are two trap points and both are permanently spiked. 
CASM/South had no co-ordination with the shunting staff during 
the shunting operations. 
Suggestions:Suggestions:Suggestions:Suggestions: Proper isolation to be provided on siding line as per 
the prevailing gradient.  
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10. Brief of the accidentBrief of the accidentBrief of the accidentBrief of the accident: On 3rd March 2014 at about 03.00 hours, 
loco No. 27922 along with power car was on Road-4 waiting for 
departure towards HYB direction at SNF station of SC Division. 
Train No. 17222 LTT – COA Express was given run through 
signals via Road No.3, but the LP who was waiting on Road-4 
passed Starter Signal No.4 at ‘on’ and derailed in trap point 
No.27. No obstruction to through traffic. 
CauseCauseCauseCause: Failure of LP in not adhering to the aspect of the Starter 
Signal resulting in SPAD and derailment. 
Rules violatedRules violatedRules violatedRules violated: SR 4.49.1 which stipulate that ‘while stopping the 
train, LPs shall stop the train short of the Starter Signals’.  
Staff held responsibleStaff held responsibleStaff held responsibleStaff held responsible: ALP Sri. Mohd. Rafi was held responsible 
under ‘primary’ for driving the loco without the presence of LP 
and thus violated GR & SR4.20 (2).  LP Sri. B. Venkateswara Rao 
as ‘secondary’ for failing to keep the reverser handle in his 
possession while leaving the cab and thus violated SR 17.09.10.1 
and SR 17.09.11.1. And Sri. M. Venkateswara Rao also as 
‘secondary’ for starting the train which is in violation of GR 
4.35(2).  

 
 

 

   

****************    
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1. Largest Car in the World  -------- 

2. First Flying Hospital         -------- 

3. Largest run way is provided in ---------- Airport in ------- 

country. 

4. Illuminated Pathway is available in ---------- city of ------

---- country. 

5. World’s Coolest Place is ------------- which records ------ 

temperature. 

6. What are ‘premium’ superfast special train and its related 

details?  

7. What is the originating freight loading achieved by SCR for 

2013 – 2014? 

8. Which is the longest railway platform on Indian Railways?      

9. What is ComPTran?   

10. What is HYLITES?                                                                               

Section “F”  
Test Your Knowledge 
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KEYKEYKEYKEY    

1.1.1.1. 100 feet length, 26 wheels and having one helipad 100 feet length, 26 wheels and having one helipad 100 feet length, 26 wheels and having one helipad 100 feet length, 26 wheels and having one helipad 

and swimming pool in USA.and swimming pool in USA.and swimming pool in USA.and swimming pool in USA.    

2.2.2.2. ORBIS ORBIS ORBIS ORBIS ––––    travelled across 90 countries. It touched India travelled across 90 countries. It touched India travelled across 90 countries. It touched India travelled across 90 countries. It touched India 

on 22on 22on 22on 22ndndndnd    September 2013 at Kolkata.September 2013 at Kolkata.September 2013 at Kolkata.September 2013 at Kolkata.    

3.3.3.3. Qamdo Bangda Airport in TibQamdo Bangda Airport in TibQamdo Bangda Airport in TibQamdo Bangda Airport in Tibet with 5,500m long.et with 5,500m long.et with 5,500m long.et with 5,500m long.    

4.4.4.4. Cambridge's glow in the dark path Cambridge's glow in the dark path Cambridge's glow in the dark path Cambridge's glow in the dark path ----    first of its kind in the first of its kind in the first of its kind in the first of its kind in the 
world world world world ----    puts stars at your feet.puts stars at your feet.puts stars at your feet.puts stars at your feet.    The illumination comes from 
ultraviolet particles in the pavement at the Cambridge beauty 
spot which absorb energy during the day and release it as 
light overnight.    It is hoped the technology could one day 
replace streetlamps as a cheaper and more energy efficient 
form of lighting. No mains power is required.    
 

5.5.5.5. Vistok, Antarctica and it records Vistok, Antarctica and it records Vistok, Antarctica and it records Vistok, Antarctica and it records ----128.6F128.6F128.6F128.6F    

6.6.6.6. It is a special train introduced for the fiIt is a special train introduced for the fiIt is a special train introduced for the fiIt is a special train introduced for the first time on SCR rst time on SCR rst time on SCR rst time on SCR 
to run between SC to run between SC to run between SC to run between SC ––––    VSKP and it is ordered to meet the VSKP and it is ordered to meet the VSKP and it is ordered to meet the VSKP and it is ordered to meet the 
demand of busy season during holidays. It is primarily demand of busy season during holidays. It is primarily demand of busy season during holidays. It is primarily demand of busy season during holidays. It is primarily 
targeted at those passengers who afford to pay targeted at those passengers who afford to pay targeted at those passengers who afford to pay targeted at those passengers who afford to pay 
premium fare for confirmed berths at the time of premium fare for confirmed berths at the time of premium fare for confirmed berths at the time of premium fare for confirmed berths at the time of 
booking itself and enhanced standabooking itself and enhanced standabooking itself and enhanced standabooking itself and enhanced standards of service. rds of service. rds of service. rds of service. 
Unique features of this special train are no waitlist Unique features of this special train are no waitlist Unique features of this special train are no waitlist Unique features of this special train are no waitlist 
tickets, no refund, no concession, adult fare charge for tickets, no refund, no concession, adult fare charge for tickets, no refund, no concession, adult fare charge for tickets, no refund, no concession, adult fare charge for 
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all, ticket modification /  issue of duplicate ticket is not all, ticket modification /  issue of duplicate ticket is not all, ticket modification /  issue of duplicate ticket is not all, ticket modification /  issue of duplicate ticket is not 
permitted, booking of seats is only through IRCTC permitted, booking of seats is only through IRCTC permitted, booking of seats is only through IRCTC permitted, booking of seats is only through IRCTC 
portal on internetportal on internetportal on internetportal on internet, only vacant berths after charting , only vacant berths after charting , only vacant berths after charting , only vacant berths after charting 
will be offered for current day booking, fare structure will be offered for current day booking, fare structure will be offered for current day booking, fare structure will be offered for current day booking, fare structure 
is variable and follows a dynamic model, the fare will is variable and follows a dynamic model, the fare will is variable and follows a dynamic model, the fare will is variable and follows a dynamic model, the fare will 
rise as per the intensity of demanrise as per the intensity of demanrise as per the intensity of demanrise as per the intensity of demandddd    / availability/ availability/ availability/ availability, etc.,, etc.,, etc.,, etc.,    

7.7.7.7. 107.5 MT.107.5 MT.107.5 MT.107.5 MT.    

8.8.8.8. Gorakhpur Road No.6 of North Eastern RailGorakhpur Road No.6 of North Eastern RailGorakhpur Road No.6 of North Eastern RailGorakhpur Road No.6 of North Eastern Railway with a way with a way with a way with a 

length of 1.366m.length of 1.366m.length of 1.366m.length of 1.366m.    

9.9.9.9. Common Portal for Transfers Common Portal for Transfers Common Portal for Transfers Common Portal for Transfers ––––    it is a programme it is a programme it is a programme it is a programme 
developed on SCR as desired by GM/SCR to find developed on SCR as desired by GM/SCR to find developed on SCR as desired by GM/SCR to find developed on SCR as desired by GM/SCR to find 
suitable partner for mutual transfer, monitor the suitable partner for mutual transfer, monitor the suitable partner for mutual transfer, monitor the suitable partner for mutual transfer, monitor the 
progress of mutual transfer, register the request progress of mutual transfer, register the request progress of mutual transfer, register the request progress of mutual transfer, register the request 
transfer and monitor the progresstransfer and monitor the progresstransfer and monitor the progresstransfer and monitor the progress. This Portal will . This Portal will . This Portal will . This Portal will 
help the Administration in monitoring the status of help the Administration in monitoring the status of help the Administration in monitoring the status of help the Administration in monitoring the status of 
pending cases within the unit/Railwaypending cases within the unit/Railwaypending cases within the unit/Railwaypending cases within the unit/Railway with greater with greater with greater with greater 
efficiency and transparency and thus enhance efficiency and transparency and thus enhance efficiency and transparency and thus enhance efficiency and transparency and thus enhance 
employee satisfactionemployee satisfactionemployee satisfactionemployee satisfaction.    

10.10.10.10. Hyderabad Live Train Enquiry System. It is a next Hyderabad Live Train Enquiry System. It is a next Hyderabad Live Train Enquiry System. It is a next Hyderabad Live Train Enquiry System. It is a next 
generation techngeneration techngeneration techngeneration technology initiative from SCR to provide ology initiative from SCR to provide ology initiative from SCR to provide ology initiative from SCR to provide 
real time information on the current status of running real time information on the current status of running real time information on the current status of running real time information on the current status of running 
of MMTS, Mail/Express/Passenger trains at SC, HYB, of MMTS, Mail/Express/Passenger trains at SC, HYB, of MMTS, Mail/Express/Passenger trains at SC, HYB, of MMTS, Mail/Express/Passenger trains at SC, HYB, 
KCG stations. It is an android app for mobile phones KCG stations. It is an android app for mobile phones KCG stations. It is an android app for mobile phones KCG stations. It is an android app for mobile phones 
not only to know the real time arrival / departure of not only to know the real time arrival / departure of not only to know the real time arrival / departure of not only to know the real time arrival / departure of 
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trainstrainstrainstrains    but also to know about other information like but also to know about other information like but also to know about other information like but also to know about other information like 
time table information, general information about time table information, general information about time table information, general information about time table information, general information about 
hotels / hospitals / cab booking, etc., The requested hotels / hospitals / cab booking, etc., The requested hotels / hospitals / cab booking, etc., The requested hotels / hospitals / cab booking, etc., The requested 
information can be viewed in Telugu, Hindi and information can be viewed in Telugu, Hindi and information can be viewed in Telugu, Hindi and information can be viewed in Telugu, Hindi and 
English languages.English languages.English languages.English languages.    

****************    

    

    

    

No.2014/SAFETYNo.2014/SAFETYNo.2014/SAFETYNo.2014/SAFETY----I/3/1. New DelhI/3/1. New DelhI/3/1. New DelhI/3/1. New Delhi, Dated:13/15.01.2014i, Dated:13/15.01.2014i, Dated:13/15.01.2014i, Dated:13/15.01.2014 

In the recent past there have been a large number of Fire Accidents in 
Passenger trains, some involving loss of human lives also. It is 
imperative that immediate steps be taken to prevent incidence of fire, 
following points may be specially monitored. 

1. Adequate and proper maintenance of electrical devices in 
coaches as per laid down norms. 

2. Quantity of work in POH for the wiring systems and other 
schedules like electrical junction boxes etc. 

3. All electrical points provided in the coaches for Laptop/Mobile 
charging should be thoroughly checked as these are 
continuously used in the train journey. 

Section “G”  
Safety drives launched 
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4. Emergency feed of electric supply from adjoining coaches should 
be made only in unavoidable circumstances and that too for a 
short period. It must be ensured that the connections for such 
emergency feed are properly secured. It should also be ensured 
that the condition and fitment of emergency feed terminals are 
checked both during Primary and secondary maintenance. 

5. Proper maintenance and upkeep of Electrical devices, Boilers, 
Refrigerators, Burners, Chimneys and working systems in Pantry 
Cars.   

6. Use of overload, over voltage protection devices, standard size 
fuses, MCBs, Earthing etc., in coaches, Pantry Cars & Power Cars. 

7. Proper upkeep of Burners, Gas Cylinders, Gas Manifold, and 
Exhaust fans in Non-AC Pantry Cars. 

8. Adequate Fire suppression measures and their proper 
maintenance at stations, Goods sheds, Guard’s BV, Air 
Conditioned Coaches, Locomotives, Pantry Cars and Power Cars. 
The staff including Pantry car/ Power Car /AC Coach Attendants 
should be trained for operating Fire Extinguishers. 

9. It should be ensured that passage and doors in coaches are not 
blocked with luggage etc and free movement of passenger is not 
hindered. 

10.  Prevention of carriage of inflammables, Explosive Materials, Gas 
Cylinders, Crackers etc., by passenger carrying trains. 

11. Alertness on the part of Station Staff, Cabin Staff, Gateman and 
running staff for exchanging all-right signal and for safe 
passage of trains. 
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A Fire Safety Drive may be immediately launched for a month 

from 15.01.2014 to 14.02.2014.Defficiencies noted should be 
brought out in detail in the report which should be sent to Board by 
25.02.2014. 

 
 KUMAR/RAILWAYS 

  ARUNDRAKUMAR 
 CHAIMAN, RAILWAY BOARD  
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Number of accidents in different categoriesNumber of accidents in different categoriesNumber of accidents in different categoriesNumber of accidents in different categories    divisiondivisiondivisiondivision----wisewisewisewise    
SNSNSNSN    CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    BZABZABZABZA    GNTGNTGNTGNT        GTLGTLGTLGTL    HYBHYBHYBHYB    NEDNEDNEDNED    SCSCSCSC    TotalTotalTotalTotal    

ConsequentialConsequentialConsequentialConsequential    13131313

----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

13131313

----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

13131313----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

13131313

----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

13131313

----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

13131313

----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

13131313

----

14141414    

12121212

----

13131313    

1 Collision  1         1  1111    1111    

2 Derailments 2 5 1 1 1   1 1  1 3 6666    10101010    

3 LC accidentsLC accidentsLC accidentsLC accidents                        

 Manned   1         1  1111    1111    

 Unmanned  2 3 1 1 1  1 3  1 1  6666    8888    

4 Fire in trains  1        1       2222    

5 Misc.         2    2222        

Section “H”  
Accident Statistics 
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6 A. Collision     1        1111        

7777    SPAD  1   1 3  1 1  4 1 6666    6666    

8 Breach of B. 

Rules 

    1        1111        

9 Yard 2 1 2  2   2 4 2 5 2 11116666    6666    

10 Unusuals         1 2   1111    2222    

11 Equipment 

failures 

 1               1111    

Grand totalGrand totalGrand totalGrand total    6666    14141414    4444    2222    7777    3333    1111    7777    9999    6666    13131313    6666    44441111    37373737    

    


